Marvok the Dragon’s Commission Info
Thank you for expressing interest and/or choosing me as your commission artist for your order.
All of my pieces are originals with ZERO cookie-cutter bases used, making your commission a
one-of-a-kind! My prices will vary on whether it’s a portrait or a composition, as well as the
amount of detail involved in which this document will help determine. Let’s get started!
If you are already familiar with the types of services and coloring offered, you may skip to page 2 for pricing.

Types of Commissions Available
ICONS
A headshot of a character that can be used for a variety of social media outlets or other online
use with whichever expression desired along with a colored or pattern styleed background of
your choosing.
PORTRAITS
Single (or more) character(s) with a basic 1-color or gradient background that focuses on the
character themself rather than a scene.
COMPOSITION
One or more characters in a scene that involve a setting chosen by you! Prices will vary
depending on the type of setting, complexity, and any props involved.
CHARACTER REFERENCE SHEET
A front and rear view of a chosen character that makes note of any markings, colors, and the
overall design of a character along with the basic info (or more) that align to them. This can
include either a basic colored background or a stylized depending on the preference.

Types of Coloring Available
FLAT COLORING
Little to no shading used, colors implemented are base colors.
SHADING / HIGHLIGHTS
Shading implemented, and may figure into price if complex/high detail shading is required.
FULL SHADING & TEXTURING
Full shading as well as body texturing such as scale and fur will be utilized in the full image.
This will usually result in an up-charge depending on the extent and level of complexity needed.
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Prices
PORTRAITS
- Full Body: $80 USD
- Half Body (waist-up): $60 USD
- Bust (chest-up): $50 USD
COMPOSITIONS (additional character(s) are 50% cost of the main character EACH)
- Full Body: $120 USD
- Half Body (waist-up): $90 USD
- Bust (chest-up): $70 USD
ICONS
- Base Price: $20 USD
- Detailed Background: $5 USD
REFERENCE SHEETS
- Base Price: $120 USD
- Additional genitalia shots: $15 USD each
Additional charges may apply depending on complexity of character or background.

Payment
All payments are paid through PayPal ONLY, and no other payment method will be accepted.
All commission orders MUST have a down-payment of at least $20 USD (with the exception of
icons for only $5 USD) in order to secure your commission slot. The down-payment is collected
either during or after the virtual meeting with me reviewing your order and ID confirmation. This
down-payment is NON-REFUNDABLE as they are the means to secure the commission slot.
After the down payment is made, you have the option of these types of payments to suit the
needs of your payment…
- Full up-front payment (preferred)
- 50% at start of commission, 50% at end of commission.
- Payment Plans; will be discussed on the amount paid at determined intervals.
Additional paperwork will be required.
Failure to pay will result in the halting of work upon the project, cancellation of the
project, and/or withholding of the full resolution / unwatermarked files until payment is
made for their release.
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NSFW Policy (Not Safe For Work)
NSFW includes any form of nudity, adult themes, and sexual situations that are for only those of
18 years of age or up, NO EXCEPTIONS! With this in mind, ANY commission involving any (or
all) of these themes will require the presentation of a valid ID to confirm the client’s age as well
as both a photo of the ID and turning on your camera during the scheduled meeting so that I
can confirm the validity of the ID. This has to be some form of legal documentation that can
confirm your age and will be kept with your order for record-keeping purposes, and can be
utilized for future commissions for return customers.

Commission Subject Matters
✔ YES
- SFW / NSFW
- Dragons / Kobolds / Scalies
- Furries / Sergals / Cervine
- Avians / Gryphons
- Anthro & Feral forms
- Males & Females
- Medieval Fantasy
- Sci-Fi
- Modern

❌ NO

- Sexual Abuse / Assault
- Underaged Characters (NSFW)
- Murder / Fatal Gore
- Drugs
- Vore
- Micro / Macro
- Hyper (Oversized genitalia)
- Zoophilia (Character x non-intelligent feral)
- Mecha (fully mechanical characters, cyborgs are a MAYBE)
- Humans (Apologies, not really interested)

I reserve the right to refuse service and/or reject topics that a commission may be containing.These topics include
and are not limited to the ones stated above and are subject to my terms of service. Any and all contact information
used during the commission process are purely confidential and are never shared with outside sources. I also reserve
the right to use a commission piece for portfolio purposes, and any use of the commission for promotional material
use will be met with a request of permission to the client before utilization. Prices are subject to change between
batches, but prices will NOT change once a commission has begun. The only charges that will affect the final price
are any add-ons or additional edits requested by the client.
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